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Pink Visual | Innovation
The crux of Pink Visual’s success is our commitment to developing, exploring and adapting to new technologies. From our
award-winning mobile properties to the sophisticated tools we provide to the webmasters who promote our online
products, Pink Visual is always thinking of new ways to use technology to enhance the lives of our fans, our business
partners, and ourselves.

Bringing the ‘Cloud’ to Porn
In March, Pink Visual unveiled PVLocker.com, a new cloud-based content
distribution platform designed to suit the needs of the modern,
tech-savvy porn consumer. With its one-time, ala carte purchase model
(no recurring charges!), cross-platform compatibility (watch on your
desktop, smartphone or tablet) and sophisticated upload function, the
site represents nothing less than a revolutionary development in the
world of online adult entertainment.
The site’s upload component debuted in October, including a
‘transcoding’ function that automatically renders the clips uploaded by
PVLocker customers compatible with the same broad array of devices and
platforms that content purchased on the site can be viewed on.
Cnet.com hailed Pink Visual for our forward-thinking vision in crafting
PVLocker.com, gushing that we could teach Apple and Google a thing or
two about cloud-based services. We blushed a bit when we read that,
sure…. But it was still mighty sweet to hear.

Bringing the ‘Crowd’ to Porn…
If YouTube and other user-generated sites have proven nothing else, it is
that there is a wealth of talent and creativity out there among the public
that is hard for any single company to compete with. That’s the essence of
successful corporate “crowd-sourcing” – tapping into the wealth of ideas
and abilities of people outside your organization to help improve your
products and services.
In the Fall of 2011, Pink Visual launched PV API, a programming interface
that allows third-party developers to create their own applications built
on Pink Visual’s content and data – and a developer's contest that put a
cool $2500 in the winner's pocket for his creation. The release of PV API
demonstrates that in addition to being inventive, Pink Visual is inclusive an equally desirable trait for any company operating in the “post Web
2.0” age.
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Lending a Pwning Hand
One of Pink Visual’s defining traits is our willingness to offer assistance to
those in need. Sometimes that help comes in the form of donations to
charitable organizations, other times it takes the shape doing the things
we do best (like building websites) on behalf of others in the adult
entertainment industry. In 2011, Pink Visual stepped in to help popular
performer -- and avid gamer -- Alana Evans by giving her PwnedByGirls™
(www.pwnedbygirls.com) a high-tech facelift.
What was the angle? What did Pink Visual stand to gain from helping out
the Pwned girls? Well, we like video games, and we like porn stars – so
why wouldn’t we LOVE video game-playing porn stars?
What; you were expecting a profit motive? Cynic.

Saving Humanity Itself?
In September, Pink Visual announced its most ambitious project
to-date: the construction of a massive underground bunker
designed to enable members of the company – plus a select
group of fans and skilled professionals – to ride out the impending 2012 apocalypse.
The bunker, slated for completion in September of 2012,
promises to be much more than a mere bomb shelter or
oversized ‘panic room.’ Under the auspices of Pink Visual’s
Director Apocalypse Evasion, Q. Boyer, the PV Bunker is being
outfitted with a wide array of creature comforts and luxurious
touches.
The announcement of bunker’s construction caught the eye of
media outlets and TV shows ranging from Fox News to the
Tonight Show, and the company received an immense amount of
email from the public, mostly concerning one crucial,
unanswered question: “How do I get in?” According to Boyer, Pink
Visual plans to being answering that question when the
company announces its bunker resident selection criteria in
February 2012.
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Pink Visual | Insight
More and more, when the news media, conference organizers or industry trade associations are in need of a reasonable,
thoughtful voice to speak about issues relating to the adult entertainment industry, Pink Visual is where they turn.

Talking Biz in Texas

‘Meshing’ in Toronto

In March, Pink Visual President Allison Vivas travelled to Austin to take
part in a panel discussion at the massive annual South By Southwest
festival in the Texas capital. Entitled “Profiting in Adult: The Recession is
Over,” Allison’s appearance was part of an ongoing effort to establish a
brand presence for Pink Visual outside the of the usual channels of
exposure for adult entertainment couples - an effort that continues to
bear fruit for Pink Visual, raising the company’s profile and credibility
with the media, the public, and the studio’s business partners alike.

It’s not every day that the President of adult entertainment company gets to
sit down with award winning authors to discuss the influence of
pornography on culture and technology, but Allison got the opportunity to
do exactly that last May. Speaking at the MESH Conference in Toronto,
Allison joined Peter Nowak, author of Sex, Bombs and Burgers: How War,
Porn and Fast Food Created Technology as We Know It and technology writer
Patchen Barss (The Erotic Engine)

As Allison said at the time: “We’ve always been willing to experiment,
to go out on a limb. Sometimes there’s nothing but a long fall waiting
for you out at the end of that limb, but other times there’s sweet and
profitable fruit. One thing is for sure; you’ll never know if there’s fruit
out there if you insist on staying in your comfort zone, hugging the
trunk of that tree.”

Among the topics explored were the impact of digital content piracy on
adult entertainment businesses, porn’s role in the development of key
Internet technologies like video streaming, and the other business sectors
that directly benefit (and profit) from the popularity of online porn, from
search engines to social networking sites.
Burgers: How War, Porn and Fast Food Created Technology as We Know It
and technology writer Patchen Barss (The Erotic Engine)

A Strong Voice for, and to, the Adult Industry
Having received “Woman of the Year” honors from multiple adult industry trade publications, it came as no surprise when XBIZ invited Allison to deliver the
keynote speech at the 2011 XBIZ L.A. conference. Allison laid out for the audience the evolution of the Pink Visual brand in the greater context of the history
of the online adult entertainment industry, itself.
Speaking to a packed house, Allison detailed how an early emphasis on catering to the advertisers and affiliates who promoted Pink Visual had changed
over time to a more intense focus on the end-user consumer, a transition that has enabled the company to navigate the challenges of the current adult
entertainment market more successfully than many of its competitors.
In her presentation, Allison also emphasized that reinvigorating the adult industry was going to require a collective effort, urging others to join Pink Visual
in making customer satisfaction priority #1, and assuring her industry peers that it was in their own best interest to make that effort.
As Allison put it: "I'd like for all of us to contribute to this re-birth. By treating the customer better and by supporting the industry, we will create a truly
sustainable adult business model."
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Pink Visual | Involvement
In 2011, Pink Visual sustained its role as an industry leader, especially in the industry’s ongoing effort to combat digital
content piracy. In addition to filing multiple lawsuits targeting website operators who were alleged to have infringed on
Pink Visual’s copyrights, the studio organized a second edition of its Content Protection Retreat, and the company’s General
Counsel, Jessica Pena, led an anti-piracy session at a major intellectual property law conference.

CPR 2: Information is Power
Despite the impact that digital content piracy has had on the adult
entertainment industry in recent years, many adult content producers
remain inadequately informed about their options for combating piracy and
enforcing their copyrights. To help address this persistent ‘information gap,’
Pink Visual organized the Content Protection Retreat, or “CPR.” The CPR
brings together some of the top legal minds in intellectual property law,
companies that offer content take-down services in accordance with the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act and representatives of top adult
entertainment studios to discuss in detail the challenges that face
rights-holders, and the best ways to address those challenges.
“CPR 2,” as the event in February came to be called, featured presentations
from experienced litigators, law professors, service vendors and content
producers who had already taken the steps that many of the event’s
attendees were considering taking, themselves.
How successful was the event? As one attendee put it: “I was completely
blown away. I¹ve never come away from an industry event having learned as
much as I did from the Content Protection Retreat.”

A Meeting of the Minds Dirty and Otherwise
All of the content piracy problems facing the adult entertainment
industry these days are also being faced by mainstream
entertainment industries, be it the music industry, Hollywood film
studios or major professional sports leagues. In November, Pink
Visual’s General Counsel, Jessica Pena, organized a session at the
Entertainment, Sports and Intellectual Property Law Conference in
Cabo San Lucas, Mexico that brought together attorneys representing
clients in all those markets to discuss ways in which the various
entertainment industry sectors could learn from each and work
together more effectively to combat piracy.
Said Pena of the session: “In some ways, the mainstream
entertainment space is way ahead of the adult sector in terms of how
it fights piracy. Having said that, there are some interesting
anti-piracy approaches that adult rights-holders are taking, so my
goal is to encourage the minds from both sectors to come together
and share ideas that will create even more effective strategies.”

A Multifaceted Approach to Anti-Piracy
If you have followed the news coming out of the adult entertainment industry in recent years, chances are you are well aware of Pink Visual’s use of
litigation as a means of deterring piracy and enforcing the company’s intellectual property rights. In a series of carefully considered and meticulously
crafted lawsuits, Pink Visual has not only sought to protect its own copyrights, but to extend the benefits of its legal strategy across the adult industry as
a whole by requiring defendants in these lawsuits to adopt Digital Fingerprint Filtering technology on their sites. Pink Visual’s anti-piracy approach isn’t
all about lawsuits, however; of equal, if not greater importance than litigation to Pink Visual’s plan is a combination of technical innovation and responsive
customer service.
As part of its anti-piracy strategy, Pink Visual has been actively gathering and analyzing consumer feedback about online adult entertainment for several
years, because the company believes that building trust with consumers and providing customers with a quality experience are simply part and parcel of
an effective anti-piracy plan. PVLocker.com is a direct result of this effort on Pink Visual’s part, a site built to satisfy demand from consumers who dislike
the subscription billing model, those who love the convenience of mobile content viewing but don’t want to pay twice to view the same content on their
desktop vs. on their mobile devices, and consumers who love porn, but don’t love having porn on their local hard drives where their kids (or spouse) might
stumble across it.
Pink Visual knows that piracy cannot be eliminated, but it can be mitigated – and the means to mitigate piracy aren’t always going to be found inside a
courtroom.
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Pink Visual | Irreverence
If innovation is the top concern at Pink Visual, evincing a wicked sense of humor might just be priority #2. Whether it comes
in the form of needling hypocritical politicians, poking fun at stodgy anti-porn groups, or piping up with a sarcastic rant about
the news of the day, our company is at its best when the Pink Visual team is having fun… and we had a LOT of fun in 2011.

We Got Your
‘Occupation’
Right Here
The truth is, there is a lot of
sympathy for the “99%”
around the Pink Visual
offices, and in October, the
creative team here was
tasked with coming up with
an appropriate means of
expressing our solidarity
with the Occupy movement.
Well,
evidently,
a
few
members of the team missed
the part of the memo that
said “appropriate” and what
we came up with was Occupy
Balls Deep – a video that is
75 seconds of pure hilarity,
“appropriate” or not.

Finally: A Set of Promises Politicians Can Keep!
In July, the media was ablaze with reporting about a controversial pledge that had been
proffered by a socially-conservative group called THE FAMiLY LEADER, which was quickly signed
by Republican presidential hopeful, Michelle Bachmann. Since the pledge included a promise to
“protect” women from all “forms of pornography,” it caught the eye of Pink Visual’s resident
wisecracker, Q. Boyer, who couldn’t help but notice that the situation was ripe for parody.
Through the highly-trafficked soapbox that is the Huffington Post, Boyer lampooned the family
organization’s pledge with one of his own devising, peppering in a healthy serving of references
to recent sex scandals from the political world.
Among the vows Boyer would have politicians sign off on:

“I swear that if I am caught soliciting anonymous gay sex in an airport
bathroom, I will come out of the freakin' closet already, and stop insulting
the collective intelligence of all living creatures by spouting inane
comments like ‘I have never lived the gay lifestyle.’”
Oddly, no candidate has come forward to sign Q’s pledge yet, but with the Republican primaries
now in full swing, we won’t be too shocked if several candidates have occasion to violate the
spirit of it….

Of course, like most jokes
originating at the Pink Visual

Helping Charlie Sheen Maintain his ‘Winning’ Ways
You’ve heard of “Rule 34” – that’s the principle stating that pornography exists in relation to just about every conceivable subject. Well, these days, it’s
probably safe to establish a ‘Rule 35’ stating that if a famous person is in the news for having behaved badly, some porn company will emerge from the
woodwork to offer that celebrity a job. Heck, at Pink Visual we’ve even pulled that stunt once or twice ourselves. (Conan, our offer still stands, in case you
are reading this…)
It was in anticipation of one of our competitors offering that quintessential celebrity ‘Bad Boy’ Charlie Sheen a job that Allison sat down to pen Sheen a
‘preemptive’ letter in March 2011, imploring Charlie to NOT do porn.
As Allison noted, male porn stars “have to be able to set aside their egos and work together in incredibly close proximity, because in a porn context,
‘two-and-a half-men’ is what you’ll find inside of a female porn star at any given moment.”
We will probably never know whether Charlie read the letter, but what we do know is that our prediction that Vivid Entertainment ™ would offer Charlie
a job was spot-on; one week after Allison’s letter was published on the Pink Visual blog, Vivid offered him a gig directing three of his ex-lovers in a porn
movie. To date, Charlie has not taken Vivid up on their offer – so maybe he’s not totally immune to good advice, after all.
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